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October this year, has surely been an outstanding month for all of us at Ecole. 

 It started with the preparations for the Half Yearly Examinations. Then came, of 

course, The Monster.  Naturally, the first two weeks saw all the girls with   their 

heads buried in text books and when finally the exams did end, what happened 

next took away all our fears, frowns and fevers. The sunrise next dawn had us 

enthralled! There was just one thing on our minds- Jim Corbett National Park, here 

we come… 

The four days that followed were exhilarating! The two teachers, Mrs. Bathla and 

Ms.  Hawawala, who accompanied us, sure did have a great time, just as all of us 

did. From  the quiet, reposeful evenings at the resort, to the cacophony at the  jam 

sessions; from the calm river at the village during our trek, to the scary and all- 

engulfing one during the   slithering exercise, the entire trip proved to be a roller 

coaster ride of emotions. There are certain things we never forget. This experience 

is one of them. 

         

 2nd October this year was indeed the best ever. With Mr.  and Mrs. G.K  Swami and            

the PYDS team  was present with us. We devoted the entire day to Mohandas 

Karamchand  Gandhi and his vision. It was a rejuvenating session, honestly! 

 

I happily repeat what I said earlier. October, this year, has surely  been an 

outstanding one. 

Signing off… 

                            Editor 

 

                       



And the Winner is… 

Shreya Agarwal, of Grade 7 recently participated in the Sub Junior State Judo Championship, 
that was held on the 12th and 13th of September 2012 and won the bronze medal in the 
Open Weight Group (+ 40Kg) for under- twelve category. 
 
The event was organized at S.B College of Education, Vikasnagar. The chief guest at the 
occasion was Mr. Yashbir Singh, President -Judo Association, Uttarakhand. 
 
About 200 participants, from different schools and clubs like Unison World School, Carmon 

School, DAV Public School, Drona 

International School vied for the 

coveted championship titles.  

Shreya Agarwal was first selected for 

the Dehradun district level and she 

later went on to play the State level. 

The proud medal winner was all smiles 

and shyly announced that her aim now 

was to try for the Nationals.  

 More power to her!           

 

 

  

 

Celebrating my mother tongue, Hindi           

Hindi, a language that is the lingua franca of 180 million people, the second language of 300 

million people and the factor bringing together  diverse cultures and states of Mother India, 

is devoted a day, the world over. Hindi was adopted as the national language by the 

Constitution of India on 14th September, 1949. So, Hindi Diwas is celebrated every year on 

the same date.   

With deep love and respect, the students conducted a special assembly on the 14th to pay  

tribute to the Hindi Language. The compere, Malika, first requested our Hindi teacher to 

recite the prayer in Hindi 

after which the Co-

Curricular Captain spoke 

about the importance of 

the day.  A group of ten 

girls from various classes 

presented a slogan for 

Hindi Diwas. Honestly 

speaking, it did ignite in us 

a love for this beautiful 

language that is ours. 

A short PowerPoint 

Presentation by 



Vasundhra Yadav and Megha Rathi, of grade 11 told us the history and characteristics of the 

language.  

Some of the girls took the initiative to recite dohas of  Kavi Kabeerdasji and Kavi Rahimdasji. 

Our principal, Mrs. Ghosh addressed the assembly and spoke more about the Hindi 

language in Hindi! It was shocking to hear her speak Hindi as flawlessly as she speaks 

English! 

Assembly dismissed, every person left the hall, invigorated, and filled with love and awe for 

the language we are more than just proud to speak in! 

 

Megha Rathi  

Grade 11  

A VERY ‘FINE‘ DINING EXPERIENCE 

How would you react if I told you that our dining hall can be transformed into a fine dining  

restaurant ? Asks the mess prefect, Aditi Dixit. 

 

Crazy, right? It sounds strange, but 

that’s what happened. The 17th of 

September was a red letter day for us. 

We were treated to a very formal 

dinner, right here at the Ecole campus! 

After lunch, Ms. Bhatia surprised us by 

announcing that dinner that day was 

going to be a very formal one and that 

we were  expected to dress up to make 

it so. That evening all of us got busy 

trying out various outfits to see what 

looked good. 

Once we   were attired in our best, we had to endure an hour-long prep.  Ugh ! It seemed 

like it would never end! Finally, it was time to go. 

When the bell rang, we didn’t need to be told to move. All of us rushed to the dining hall, 

and lo and behold!  

A wave of surprise swept through the girls as we took in the ambience of the restaurant. All 

the tables were covered with red table cloths and a little candle flickered on each. The room 

looked   magnificent!!! 

An a la carte menu awaited us.  We were served by uniformed waiters and we ordered from 

a menu card. The food was delicious! The banana split and the hot chocolate brownies, 

loaded with scoops of ice-cream were out of this world!!   

We had a whale of a time and we had not realised that dinner had stretched for over an 

hour. The quantities we consumed were huge and all of us would have surely gained a few 

kgs. 

The chef and his team definitely deserved the standing ovation and the massive ‘Thank You’ 

card the girls gave them.  

 



Exams@Ecole  Circa 2012 AD 

Ecole Globale is now taking baby steps and like all proud parents, each milestone is reason 

to celebrate. The first student, the first assembly, the first guest, the first competition…  The 

euphoria and anxiety that accompanies each is difficult to describe. Everyone on campus 

experiences it and the excitement 

becomes palpable. Event over, we 

exchange congratulatory hugs and 

applaud ourselves on a job well done. 

This baby is growing fast! 

19th September, 2012. The first Half-

yearly examinations at Ecole have 

begun. The flurry and panic that exams 

bring with them, unfolds in front of me 

as I sit opposite the Exam room, typing 

this. A hysterical Aditi  who had missed 

out a question in the Chemistry  paper, 

the scientific calculator that has let you down , one sheet  less in the Hindi paper …  Minor 

ripples, but enough to cause a tsunami of stress at this fledgling school! 

Ten years down the line, we will remember and smile indulgently. Hundreds would have 

passed through these portals, and the creases would have smoothened out with experience.  

The baby will grow up, big and strong, but these memories will always be cherished. 
 

 

And now for some serious business… 

The career guidance session held on 

25th September for the students of 

grade 11 was immensely informative 

and enlightening. 

Conducted by the ‘Back Benchers , a 

Delhi-based career guidance centre, 

the session sought to acquaint the 

students about  avenues for higher 

studies in the United States. The girls 

were given a detailed insight into the 

pre-requisite qualifications , the SATs, 

IELTS and TOEFL scores required by the 

various universities .  

The Q&A session that followed was very informative. It helped to dispel a lot of the myths 

and doubts surrounding the admission procedures.  It was received enthusiastically by all. 

 

 

 



CORBETT  DIARIES 

Dear diary, 

 26thSept ’12  

It has finally arrived –the day we were waiting for…. Everyone is excited. Just want to reach 
the resort. We start our journey at 5 am and at 2 pm we are there. Everything is arranged 
according to our needs. We are 
divided into 5 groups of five 
students. We have our lunch and 
rest for some time.  
It’s time to go for a trek. Trekking by 
the river side is amazing! We also 
collect some stones, lovely, smooth 
stones, in odd shapes.  As we come 
back from there, we munch on some 
snacks. We fool around for some 
time and then come back for dinner.  
Yippeee!!! We watch TV (no one to 
check us!) and fall asleep. It has been 
a long, tiring but marvelous day. 
 
 

Dear diary, 

27th Sept ’12 

We wake up in the morning with the bright sun beaming at us; the smell of the delicious 
breakfast wafts in and we are lured into the dining hall. After breakfast all the ducklings are 
ready to splash in the pool. The swimming session had to come to a halt when something 
more exciting happens. ”Phool mala”, the elephant has come to our doorstep. 
 It was a ride to remember! After an enjoyable ride, it is time to retire. 
 Ms. Afifa announces that we are about to go “river slithering”. And when we get to know 
that we have to jump into the river from the bridge, our excitement and fear knows no 

limits and my heart pumps fast, as if it 
would come out of my mouth. I search for 
ways to escape, but in vain. 
 At last forgetting all my fears, I jump. It 
was a mind-blowing experience! My 
memories of river slithering are indelibly 
etched in my mind.  
Hot moves, crazy dances and a rocking DJ! 
We are all ready to burn the dance floor 
tonight. After this, we pose for 
photographs, have a delicious meal and 
move to our beds for a peaceful sleep. It’s 
been another great day! 
      

 



Dear diary, 

28th Sept ‘12 

Today we are going to Nainital. The breakfast this morning was mouthwatering! 
 
It takes about two hours to reach Nainital. On the way, the marvelous, green mountains 
outside my window breathe new life 
into me. It is the most fantastic view 
of a hill I have ever seen. As we 
reach, we want to know, “YES, 
WHAT NEXT?” 
We click some pictures against the 
perfect landscape. Then we proceed 
for boating. We are overjoyed at the 
appealing view and the fresh water 
around. Then we’re free to shop for 
about one and a half hours which is 
more than enough for us.  
 Hope we have such enchanting 
outings in the coming future.     
 
 

Dear diary, 

29th Sept ’12 

 

Oh, what a beautiful day it is! 

 This is the first time I have ever come across such a moving view. Even though we all had to 

get up early in the morning (5am), it is worth it. What else could it be? Today, we are all up 

for a Safari.  Excitement rushes through me. Having my favourite   grade mates with me, it is 

surely going to be a memorable ride. As we enter the jungle, I smell the wild flowers and the 

wet earth. No doubt, it’s chilly this morning. I can’t resist it and I stand up in the jeep to 

enjoy the crisp air hitting my face.   

 I spot a herd of deer and sambar crossing 

by. And then….a turning point! I am 

astonished to see prints of tiger’s paws in 

the sand by the road side. It’s just so 

thrilling! 

 That’s plenty of fodder for my camera. The 

jungle turns denser, as we move ahead. 

These 3 hours have been the best hours of 

my life.  

 Lunch over; we head towards our next 

location. And finally, more adventure!  We 



go for a village trek, which is fun but tiring, with the sun right above our heads. Wish we 

could get ice creams! Since we’re so tired, so we switch on the music and  relax.  

Mmmm…music can be so refreshing!  Next… destination  GIRJA TEMPLE. 

We sleepily reach the resort to a plateful  of  aaloo  tikkis. And finally, we crash. The day is 

still ticking in my head. The chill weather, the animals, those foot prints , walking down the 

village, everything!  We are supposed to leave tomorrow and that’s not just sad, but VERY 

SAD.  

I don’t want to go back, I don’t want to go back. I don’t want to go… 

Compiled by: Nandini, Varnika, Gunisha and Trisha  

 

A life-changing experience 

Mr. Alok Ulfat, a theatre personality, playwright, social activist and philanthropist… And 
aren’t we lucky… we get a chance to learn from him! 
We have been having a stupendous time with Mr. Ulfat and his crew. All the Ecolites have 
been working hard on their speech and we are getting better and better! We are training to 
hone our skills of dialogue delivery, on our expressions and our feeling, to put our thoughts 
into clear expression. 
Mr. Ulfat has been a great teacher as well as a counselor. I must say he acts very well. The 
ones who were timid at first, have increased their confidence level in all areas. Everyone 
tends to do better with Mr.Ulfat’s motivation. Everyone gets a chance to do everything. 
Patiently, he helps each one.  
We have a good time with his German assistants, Paulina and Merium. Teaching them Hindi 

and learning German and 
Italian in return, has been 
entertaining and enjoyable. 
We play various kinds of 
games too.  
Interestingly, all the students 
have started speaking with 
an accent! 
Improvisations in body 
language, dialogue delivery 
as well as voice modulation 
were rigorously 
experimented with.  
We are thankful to Mr. Ulfat 
for teaching us the true 
meaning of creative thinking. 

Our workshop will go on for some more time and I hope we learn more and more, as  
knowledge has no boundaries. His commitment and whole hearted involvement has actually 
made a difference in our lives.  
 
Sakshi Lakhotia 
Grade 9   



De-stressing at Boarding Schools 

An outing can become a punching bag, says Gunisha Arora of Grade -9 
 

“Physical strength of a person can never permanently withstand the impact of a spiritual 
force”.  Stress is a state of mind. So, in order to loosen up the stress quotient amongst the 
boarding school students, outings are planned. These 
outings are something very special. That is the time  
when we break the boundaries of the campus and the 
feeling is amazing! It’s that time when the daily routine 
flies out of the window and one can luxuriate with the 
little amount of money that we get.  
What do we do during these outings? 
 Lots. We walk up and down Rajpur Road fifty times. Go 
into  every shop at Astley Hall at least twice and eat as if 
food is going out of fashion! 
Another time when we get to let our hair down is when 
we have an impromptu dance. 
Quick! Download some music, pull out the make-up 
from their hiding places , raid friends’ wardrobes and 
practice the grooves.  
The popcorn and cold drinks that are doled out by the 
cafeteria taste like manna from heaven! Life is certainly 
GOOD. 
  Stress ? What stress ? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prep Time: Hard(ly) at work! 

Chill out zone 

Tel malish anyone? 



REMEMBERING THE MAHATMA 

2nd of October, the birth anniversary of the 

Father of the Nation was observed as a day 

of service, prayer and communal harmony at 

school this year.    

The special invitees at the school on this day 

were the students of the Purkal Youth 

Development Society (PYDS), an NGO based 

at the Purkal village of Uttarakhand. The   

birthday celebrations of the Mahatma began 

with a talk on ‘The relevance of Gandhi in 

modern India’, by Megha Rathi. In  a very 

thought-provoking speech , she wondered  

aloud if Gandhian values  still hold good in 

a society that is so pre-occupied with 

branded clothes , Apple i-Pods , fast cars 

and designer burgers. 

An all-faith prayer service followed, where 

songs like ‘Ekala Cholo’, ’Raghupati 

Raghava‘, ‘Make me a Channel of your 

Peace’ and ’Vaishnava Jan’ were rendered 

by the students with devotion and gusto.  

Readings from the Bhagvad Gita, Holy 

Bible, The Quran and a special rendition of 

Gurbanis were the highlights of the 

programme. Excerpts from Gandhi’s ‘My Experiments with Truth’ sought to bring the 

Mahatma closer to our lives. 

 While the Ecolites went about giving the dining 

hall assistants time off by serving the guests 

themselves, the young visitors from Purkal planted 

trees to commemorate the occasion.    

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. G.K. Swamy, the 

secretary, Purkal Youth Development Society said 

that celebrating his birthday by doing what the 

Mahatma himself wanted, is the best way to carry 

on his legacy of selfless service and gratitude. “Do 

not criticise if you can do nothing about it; if you 

can do it better, do it, or else keep your silence’, he 

said.  He underlined the need to walk the talk and 

serve those who are in need in society. ”You are 

blessed abundantly, so be grateful “, he said.                                         

It was a hectic day but the events of the day left us 

with plenty of food for thought. 

 



ATITHI DEVO BHAVA… 

 

On the 8th of October, the girls were privileged to have  an interactive session with  Mrs. 

Murthy and Mrs. Mitra, friends of Mrs.  Brinda Ghosh, on a visit  to Dehradun. 

 Mrs. Murthy, a practising English teacher,  spoke to us about how to master  English and 

gave us  some easy tips  to  enhance our performance in the language. She also organized a 

Just- a- Minute session to  boost the self confidence and eloquence of the girls. 

Mrs. Mitra, the first woman CA of W. Bengal, began by trying to find out the aims of the 

girls. She wanted to know how many of us really had a plan charted out for the future. It 

was a reality check for many of the girls who had  yet not  set their goals. She told us that an 

aim should be high but at the same time, attainable. 

When the session ended all of us felt lucky to have been there with the two enlightened 

ladies.   

 

Megha Rathi  

Grade 11 

 

Inter House Music Competition  

Music exists because people create it, perform it and listen to it.  Ecole Globale conducted its very 

first Inter- House Music Competition recently. When the competition was announced, everyone was 

ready for the challenge. All the houses: Fire, Wind, Water and Earth started burning the midnight oil 

from the day one itself. It was crazy to see the teachers and the students hopping from the 

computer lab searching for apt songs, to 

the music room for the practices. And 

then again, you could find the groups in 

different corners of the hostel practising 

after dinner. In less than a fortnight, the 

girls prepared for the competition and 

put in their heart and soul.   

 D-day arrived almost too quickly. 13th 

October, it was. 

 The judges for the occasion were Mr. 

Shubhashish  Ghosh , Mrs. Pooja Pattar, 

Mrs. Natascha Bathla. One by one, the 



teams performed and the hard work put in by each house was  clearly evident. The atmosphere was   

tense but musical, of course!  

The week end moved at snail’s pace… too slow, honestly! Finally it was Monday and the results were 

declared. 

Team Wind and Team Fire came first and second respectively. Kudos to the participants! 

The competition was a hit while the girls promised to put up an even better performance in the 

years to follow! 

 

Trisha Malhotra 

Grade 11 

 

Guys, Founder’s Day is just a deep breath away… 

 

Founder’s day to me is… 
 
great fun !—Mrs. Ghosh  
 
lots of positive vibrations --- Ms. Bathla 
 
improvisations and practices--- Sakshi 
 
hmmm……yawn!----- Anonymous 
 
need for more time management.---- Ms. Neerja Thapa 
 
hard work !----------  Varnika  

 
                          interesting !  ---Palak  
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